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The company also announced plans to release two new Android-exclusive versions of Vegas Movie
Studio in 2012, and is working with popular developer Zediva to add the ability to edit and create

videos in Sony's proprietary XAVC codec. Offering the highest quality video editing experience and
the ability to produce high-definition movies with Sony's exclusive Virtual Cinematography, which

includes a comprehensive library of Hollywood-like cinematic tools such as keywording, match
moving, rotoscoping and more, Vegas Movie Studio lets users effortlessly create videos and move
seamlessly between projects across a wide variety of formats. Using sophisticated tools like the

popular XAVC codec, Vegas Movie Studio includes the tools needed to create any type of video or
media, with an easy-to-use timeline that even non-editors can use to create movies quickly and
professionally. "Sony is known for delivering great technologies that help consumers be more

creative and productive in everyday life," said James Payne, senior director, PlayStation product
management. "As the leader in consumer video and audio, Sony is dedicated to providing a range of

software products that help people create and share great videos and sound with the latest
technologies. Vegas Movie Studio is a great example of a creative and productive application we

offer to consumers and industry professionals." Eager to see and share the best videos and sound
with friends? Vegas Movie Studio HD Platinum includes a powerful one-click social sharing feature
that allows users to share their videos with friends and family as well as online services such as

Vimeo, YouTube and Facebook.
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we are pleased to bring the full power of this great-looking editing software to users on both mac
and pc platforms, said vp of product marketing dave rich in a press release. the versatility of vegas

movie studio 11 hd platinum makes it easy to create professional results no matter what type of
content is involved, from dvd projects to hdtv commercials and viral videos. when sony announced
the release of this new version of vegas movie studio hd platinum, it was quickly one of the most
popular titles in the field of movie editing, said david rich, vp of product marketing for the sony

creative software product division. vegas movie studio hd platinum 11 is a professional software for
the creation of hdtv commercials, video trailers and feature-length movies. the software offers many
new features such as an integrated vimeo and youtube editor, apple tv integration, and support for
new file formats and codecs. vegas movie studio hd platinum 11 is the only hd movie editor to allow
for the creation of 3d videos and stereoscopic 3d images and is the first hd movie editor to support
the full range of stereoscopic 3d media. the new version of vegas movie studio hd platinum 11 now
supports the full range of stereoscopic 3d media, said david rich, vp of product marketing for the
sony creative software product division. this new capability allows users to create stereoscopic 3d

movies with full support for 3d blu-ray and 3d dvd files and direct 3d movie output to 3d home
theaters. 5ec8ef588b
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